V/UHF Satellite + HF/50MHz bands + D-STAR DV mode

The all-round transceiver IC-9100

- 144/430(440)MHz & 1200MHz*1 coverage
- 100W on HF/50/144MHz
- 75W on 430(440)MHz
- 10W on 1200MHz*1
- 32-bit floating point DSP & 24-bit AD/DA converter
- Double superheterodyne with image rejection mixer
- Optional 3kHz/6kHz 1st IF (roofing) filters*4 (for HF/50MHz bands)
- Satellite mode operation
- Optional D-STAR DV mode operation*2*3

* Optional UX-9100 required.  ** Optional D-STAR unit required.
*+ Some restrictions may be applied in combination with operating frequency and mode.
*4 Optional FL-431 3kHz filter and/or FL-430 6kHz filter required.
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